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The Adaptive Coding Techniques
for Dependable Medical Network
Channel
Emtithal Ahmed Talha and Ryuji Kohno
Abstract
The readily existing cellular networks play an important role in the daily life
communications by integrating a wide variety of wireless multimedia services with
higher data transmission rates, capable to provide much more than basic voice calls.
In order to increase the demands of reliable medical network infrastructure eco-
nomically and establish reliable medical transmission via cellular networks, this
chapter has been designed as a dependable wireless medical network using an
existing mobile cellular network with sophisticated channel coding technologies,
providing a new novel way of the network that is adopted as a “Medical Network
Channel (MNC)” system. Adding such adaptive outer coding with an existing
cellular standard as inner coding makes a concatenated channel to carry out the
MNC design. The adaptive design of extra outer channel codes depends on the
Quality of Services (QoS) of Wireless Body Area Networks WBANs and also on the
remaining errors from the inner-used cellular decoders. The adaptive extra code has
been optimized toward “Medical Network Channel (MNC)” for different medical
data QoS priority levels. The accomplishment of QoS constraints for different
WBAN medical data has been investigated in this chapter for “Medical Network
Channel (MNC)” by using the theoretical derivations, where positive acceptable
results were achieved.
Keywords: UMTS, LTE, WBANs, QoS, concatenated codes
1. Introduction
A medical telemonitoring system is one of the telecommunication techniques
that access delivery to healthcare services and one of the main applications for
Medical Information Communication Technology (MICT). Recently, Information
and Communication Technology (ICT) for medical and healthcare application has
drawn substantial attention, which plays an important role to support dependable
and effective medical technologies to solve significant problems in any society. The
WBAN technology has proved out newly in the latest standardization as IEEE
802.15.6 [1]. WBAN standard aims to provide an international standard for short
range, low power, and extremely reliable wireless communication within the sur-
rounding area of the human body, supporting an enormous range of data rates from
75.9 Kbps narrow band (NB) up to 15.6 Mbps ultra-wide band (UWB) for various
sets of applications [2]. WBAN technology is growing as a key technology for MICT
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to transfigure the future of healthcare; therefore, WBANs have been attracting a
great treaty of attentions from researchers both in academia and industry in the last
few years [3]. A QoS is a major concern for WBAN medical application. Therefore,
the researcher concerning QoS issues in WBANs should handle all of that very
seriously in an effective way [4]. The cellular standards have been adopted by the
European Union (EU) as a mandatory standard for member states and are spread-
ing throughout much of the world. The cellular standards have been developed by
considering enhancement in all aspects such as transmission speed, transmission
way, data rate, error correction capabilities, channel capacity and QoS as general.
UMTS is the main standard of the third generation (3G) with Wide Code Division
Multiply Access (WCDMA) air interface, and LTE is the main standard of the
fourth generation (4G). The bandwidth of a WCDMA is 5 MHz, and it is enough to
provide data rates of 144 and 384 Kbps and even 2 Mbps in good conditions. On the
other hand, LTE provides UL peak rates of 75 Mb/s, and QoS facilities permitting a
transfer latency of less than 5 ms in the radio access network and supports accessible
carrier bandwidth from 1.4 to 20 MHz. UMTS and LTE are used to cover both
Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) and Time Division Duplex (TDD) operations
and integrate a wide variety of wireless multimedia services with high data trans-
mission rates, capable of providing much more than basic voice calls [5–7].
The way to connect WBAN technology network with other networks such as
cellular networks UMTS and LTE is a key point for this chapter to serve the WBAN
medical data transmission through the readily existing cellular networks. Therefore,
the concept is to use the error controlling coding and decoding based on the
concatenated channel codes with the cellular readily existing codes to design the
“Medical Network Channel (MNC)” system. Reliable transmission of medical data
is critical and essential since it is related to diagnosis and treatments of human body
diseases. In ICT field, the reliable transmission procedures must guarantee detection
and correction of erroneous transmissions. However, the transmission channel is
often subject to various disturbances and interferences from the external environ-
ment conditions (noise).
The chapter focuses on the dependability of medical telemonitoring system from
WBANs through UMTS and LTE via “Medical Network Channel (MNC)” system.
Dependability of medical data transmission via MNC is defined as the probability of
the “Medical Network Channel (MNC)” system to operate successfully, which means
transmitted medical data reach their destination completely uncorrupted and guaran-
tee minimum performances with lower error rate as much as possible under different
environmental conditions. There are different methods that can be employed to over-
come the channel impairments, such as increasing transmission power or the use of
error control coding schemes in information theory field. A high level of reliability can
be obtained by introducing redundancy bits in the signal transmission (encoding).
Medical Network Channel (MNC) system has been introduced to solve the
reliability issues for medical data transmission when considering different QoS
levels. The WBAN medical data are sensitive and any type of noise can corrupt
them during transmission. Although the cellular standards include significant
amounts of error detection and correction techniques, which are designed for daily
life conversation mainly, some errors may still be present in the received data, and
these transmission errors are not serious for the daily communication, but when
considered for medical uses, they can have fatal outcomes. For that reason, the
UMTS and LTE codes are designed for certain levels of channel condition, and if the
error becomes more than the estimated condition, then the error becomes more
serious and the cellular network standards perform worse using the preexisting
error detection and correction capability. The Medical QoS levels have different
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reliability required based on the BER for different medical data and other con-
straints [8].
The error control coding plays an important role in modifying the reliability
issues. The concatenated codes are one of the error control coding techniques that
have been widely adopted due to their simplicity and effectiveness [10]. Therefore,
the chapter proposes a novel way of conducting error control encoding and
decoding with QoS constraints by using the concatenated code techniques to build
the MNC system. Consequently, the MNC intends to add extra channel code in
order to combine the WBANs and the cellular networks and optimize the technical
parameters for this extra channel depending on the reliability required for the
medical data QoS levels and channel conditions as well. Therefore, the adaptive
external channel code choice has six pairs of encoding and decoding, three for QoS
levels (high, medium, and low) and then two for the channel condition (normal and
worse). The restriction of UMTS or LTE channel codes is a standard, which is
fixed by the European Telecommunication Standard Institute (ETSI) [5–7]. The
technical parameters cannot be changed in order to provide good system perfor-
mance. The only way is to design and optimize good adaptive extra outer channel
codes with strong decoding capabilities resulting in better performance for MNC to
transmit the WBAN medical data robustly.
The objective of the chapter is to design a reliable and dependable MNC system
through the cellular networks to provide reliable transmission for all QoS medical
data coming from WBANs. The structural design of MNC is based on channel
coding of those using concatenated channel code techniques in the serial manner
which adds extra channel codes to the cellular UMTS or LTE codes. The inner
channel codes in MNC are cellular network standard UMTS or LTE error correction
codes that cannot be changed in order to enhance the error performances, with
regard to the international standards. On the other hand, the extra outer channel
code in MNC is a changeable parameter for achieving different QoS constraints of
medical data, which used the convolution code as the main error correction tech-
nique. Then, it will add end-to-end connection of WBANs to this MNC system
using WBAN standard error correction techniques itself. According to QoS of
WBANs O/P, MNC can be with or without extra code.
This chapter reflects about categorizing the eighth level QoS of WBANs to three
different QoS (lower, medium, and higher) set levels. To achieve the chosen QoS,
there is a need for adaptive external code with limited or strong error correcting
capability with high, medium, or low coding rate and redundancy. Through those
techniques, the MNC system is adaptive to varying propagation conditions and also
adaptive to various QoS constraints. Therefore, the work here focuses to overcome
different PHY errors that may occur during the transmission in an unpredictable
way, making the channel situation time-to-time change, such as Gaussian noise
AWGN, Rayleigh fading, or burst noise.
2. The dependable medical network channel configurations
The “Medical Network Channel (MNC)” system is a new system adopted in this
chapter, which works to serve transmission of medical data robustly from WBANs
through the cellular standard networks. It is mainly based on the error control
coding techniques to ensure the dependability required for such medical data. The
idea of the concatenated codes was used for connecting the WBANs with the
cellular networks. The purpose is to have reliable and dependable medical data
transmissions through the readily existing cellular network.
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Figure 1 shows the whole “Medical Network Channel (MNC)” system that is the
core base of this chapter. The different medical data QoS levels from the WBANs
have been considered in designing the phase as well as the different assumed
channel conditions. The structural design of the proposal is described in Figure 2 by
using the concatenated code techniques for different QoS of WBANs. The inner
code for the MNC structure is introduced in Table 1. The UMTS and LTE provide
both error detection and error correction as channel coding scheme. Here, it is
assumed that the inner channel of the “Medical Network Channel (MNC)” system
uses uplink UMTS channel as Common Packet Channel (CPCH) working by the
convolution code rate 1/2. Similarly, the downlink UMTS channel was assumed
Figure 1.
Medical network channel codes via cellular networks.
Figure 2.
The medical network channel system for QoS of WBAN medical data.
TRCH
type
Coding
type
Coding rate R and constraint
length K
Number of encoded
bits
UMTS UL CPCH Convolution R = 1/2 & K = 9 Di = 2*Ki + 16
UMTS
DL
FACH Convolution R = 1/3 & K = 9 Di = 3*Ki + 24
LTE BCH Convolution R = 1/3 & K = 7 Di = 3*Ki + 18
Table 1.
The inner cellular network code techniques.
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using Forward Access Channel (FACH) working by the convolution code rate 1/3.
Furthermore, LTE was assumed using Broadcast Channel (BCH) working by the
convolution code rate 1/3.
The technical parameters for the extra channel detailed here by using extra
outer encoder as convolution encoder are concatenated to the inner cellular stan-
dard channel codes. Among all the FEC codes, the convolution codes have great
advantages using continuous data streams and can manage the performance with
only two parameters: the code rate R and the constraint length K. Also, convolu-
tion codes have high error correction in comparison to block codes and less
complexity in comparison to turbo codes. The soft decoding algorithm and the
hard decoding algorithm, can make easily changes in the performances. Since the
extra channel is a key point to have high performance for “Medical Network
Channel (MNC)”-proposed system, the choice here of the extra code is driven by
convolution codes. The outer channel is the existing WBAN channel that uses
BCH code as a main code to correct the error. The system “Medical Network
Channel (MNC)” has been considering the performance with and without end-to-
end connection of the WBAN codes. The assumption is that the medical data
coming from the WBANs with transmission rate 75.9Kb/s are entering the extra
outer channel that will be the only optimized channel in “Medical Network Chan-
nel (MNC)” system, and then are entering the inner cellular channels within data
rate less than the channel capacities.
3. Adaptive dependable system for WBAN medical data
The “Medical Network Channel (MNC)”-proposed system is dependable, which
ensures to give the different QoS level of medical data transmission within accept-
able performance capability such as 103,105 and 107 BER for low, medium, and
high QoS levels within higher required bit energy to interference (Eb/No) values as
possible under different assumed noise conditions. The WBAN has eight QoS levels.
The QoS levels for the medical data have divided to three parts as lower priority
QoS level, medium priority QoS level, and higher priority QoS level. Depending on
these priority levels, the proposed system MNC has been designed as shown in
Figure 2.
Table 2 shows all the error-correcting capabilities related to the UL and DL
inner channels’ technical capabilities for the UMTS and LTE with regard to the
international standards of error correction code.
The criteria of the extra code selections in “Medical Network Channel (MNC)”
system have two main parts in the structure: the fixed parts, which are related to the
cellular standard networks or WBAN technology, and the changeable parts, which
are external that are added to receive the medical data only.
Data
rate
R K G Dfree Error
(t)
Guard space
(g)
Trellis paths
(E)
Sum
Wd
3G-UL 144Kb/s 1/2 9 [561 753] 12 6 17λ 256*L 122,694
3G-DL 144Kb/s 1/3 9 [557 663
711]
18 9 26λ 256*L 2275
4G 75 Mb/s 1/3 7 [133 171
165]
15 7 20λ 64*L 416
Table 2.
The inner cellular network code capabilities.
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The assumption in this chapter is a WBAN chip installed in the mobile device to
carry-on the medical data via the cellular systems through the “Medical Network
Channel (MNC)” system to ensure the reliability required for the different sets of
medical data. The extra code is adaptive by carrying parameters that are selectable
with regard to the two main requirements: first, with regard to various kinds of the
QoS of medical data entering the extra code from the WBAN code and second, with
regard to the kind of the channel conditions that affected the transmission in PHY
channels.
The goal of “Medical Network Channel (MNC)” is figured out by designing the
extra code with regard to the QoS by analyzing the WBAN medical data QoS
needed. Table 3 categorizes the QoS of theWBANmedical data into three sets, with
regard to the priority level, in order to design the MNC system. The first set is the
highest priority level such as a biological signal (ECG, EMG, and EEG), the second
set is a medium priority level such as medical data (temperature, blood pressure,
and blood sugar), and the third set is the lowest priority level such as data manage-
ment, audio, and video.
“Medical Network Channel (MNC)” used the three sets later to design and
optimize the MNC system depending on that. The first set highest priority level will
carry on through strong design MNC achieving 107 BER, then the second set
medium priority design system achieves 105 BER, and then the third set lowest
priority design system achieves 103 BER within higher Eb/No as possible.
In the “Medical Network Channel (MNC)” super PHY channel, the remaining
error from the inner cellular decoder optimized the technical parameters of the
extra outer code as shown in Table 3.
QoS data sets Code R & K G dfree t Sum
Wd
II Size
Lowest QoS level 1/2 & 8 [247 371] 10 5 10,970 126 bits/block
Medium QoS level Outer 1/3 & 8 [225 331 367] 16 8 425 189 bits/block
Highest QoS level 1/4 & 8 [235 275 313 357] 22 11 169 252 bits/block
Table 3.
Designing parameters of MNC adaptive codes related to QoS priority levels.
I/P 100 Kb/s [51 bits/s length]
Outer WBAN encoder 63 bits/s
Adaptive extra channel encoders Lowest QoS level Medium QoS level Highest QoS level
(2,1,8) Dfree 10 T = 5
I/P 63b/s
O/P 126 b/s
(3,1,8) Dfree 16 T = 8
I/P 63b/s
O/P 189 b/s
(4,1,8) Dfree 22 T = 11
I/P 63b/s
O/P 252 b/s
UMTS UL inner encoder (2,1,9) Dfree 12 T = 6
I/P 126 b/s
O/P 252 b/s
(2,1,9) Dfree 12 T = 6
I/P 189 b/s
O/P 378 b/s
(2,1,9) Dfree 12 T = 6
I/P 252 b/s
O/P 504 b/s
UMTS DL inner encoder (3,1,9) Dfree 18 T = 9
I/P 126 b/s
O/P 378 b/s
(3,1,9) Dfree 18 T = 9
I/P 189 b/s
O/P 567 b/s
(3,1,9) Dfree 18 T = 9
I/P 252 b/s
O/P 756 b/s
LTE UL inner encoder (3,1,7) Dfree 15 T = 7
I/P 126 b/s
O/P 378 b/s
(3,1,7) Dfree 15 T = 7
I/P 189 b/s
O/P 567 b/s
(3,1,7) Dfree 15 T = 7
I/P 252 b/s
O/P 756 b/s
Table 4.
All error-correcting capabilities for MNC-proposed system codes.
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The system design that is detailed above has been adjusted for the different QoS
levels of medical data. The technical parameters of the extra channel codes have
been fixed for the “Medical Network Channel (MNC).” The capabilities have been
determined for the AWGN channel and for the Rayleigh fading with a parameter
distribution function equal to 0.55. However, for seeking the reality, these channel
conditions may be good or worse than those determined. Table 4 details all the
“Medical Network Channel (MNC)” adaptive design parameters with regard to the
capability of correcting the channel errors.
4. Theoretical error-bound performance calculation key points
The error-bound probabilities are calculated depending on the inner, outer, and
extra outer decoders separately. Continuously, the code performance is analyzed in
terms of decoded BER. BER is normally calculated as a function of Eb/No. Here Eb
represents the average energy transmitted per information bit and No represents the
single-sided power spectral density of the assumed AWGN channel.
The performance bounds theoretically are driven under AWGN with and with-
out adding WBANs end to end to “Medical Network Channel (MNC)”-proposed
system. Then, the performance bounds theoretically are driven under Rayleigh
fading channel without adding WBANs end to end; this step is only to demonstrate
the feasibility of the “Medical Network Channel (MNC)” system and to find out the
numbers of errors in the output of inner cellular decoders and to test the optimized
extra channel code theoretically in “Medical Network Channel (MNC)” for differ-
ent QoS medical data levels under AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels.
Table 5 explains all the technical parameters used in the theoretical evaluations.
The theoretical bound follows number of steps to calculate the error probabilities
for the adaptive “Medical Network Channel (MNC)” concatenated channel codes:
the first step in the O/P of the inner cellular decoders, then second in the O/P of the
extra channels decoders (the three sets for different QoS levels), and at last, in the
O/P of the WBAN outer decoders. These numerical evaluations have been done in
the two assumed inner cellular channel codes: UMTS and LTE.
The theoretical calculations for the error bound of the “Medical Network Chan-
nel (MNC)”-proposed system via AWGN could be done as many steps in the
decoding side as in (Eq. (1)–(11)). The inner and extra channel used convolutional
QoS data Code R & K G df C
dfree
2dfree1
Sum of Wd
LTE 1/3&7 [133 171
165]
15 29!/15!  14!
77558760
Wd =∑[7 8 22 44 22 94 219] = 416
UMTS-UL Inner 1/2&9 [561 753] 12 23!/12!  11!
1352078
Wd =∑ [33 281 2179 15035
105166] = 122694
UMTS-DL 1/3&9 [557 663
711]
18 35!/18!  17!
4.5376e+009
Wd =∑[11 32 195 564 1473] = 2275
Lowest QoS
level
1/2&8 [247 371] 10 19!/10!  9!
92378
Wd =∑[2 22 60 148 340 1008
2642 6748] = 10970
Medium
QoS level
Outer 1/3&8 [225 331
367]
16 32!/16!  15!
300540195
Wd =∑[1 24 113 287] = 425
Highest QoS
level
1/4&8 [235 275
313 357]
22 43!/22!  21!
1.0520e+012
Wd =∑[2 10 108 10 11 54
64] = 169
Table 5.
Error correcting code capabilities for MNC system.
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decoder that works using Viterbi algorithm and the outer WBAN channel used the
block code decoder. First of all, the UMTS inner decoder calculates the first inner
probability bit errors Pbi bound as in Eq.(1)–(4).
Pbi ≤
1
bi
∑
∞
di¼0
WdiPei dið Þ (1)
where Pei(di) is the probability of confusing two sequences differing in distance
di and positions of inner cellular code, and can be calculated as in Eq. (2).Wdi is the
weight spectrum that is the average number of bit errors associated with sequences
of weigh di, and it is calculated for all codes that work in this “Medical Network
Channel (MNC)” system as in Table 5; w(d), d ≥ df.Wdi term can be evaluated
using the transfer function of the convolution code. Generally, for codes whose
constraint length is greater than a few units (typically, ν ≥ 5), the calculation of the
transfer function can prove to be complex; then it is preferred to determine the
spectrum of the code, or at least the first terms of this spectrum, using an algorithm
that explores the various paths of the lattice diagram [9, 10].
Pei dið Þ ¼ Q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 diRi Eb=N0
q 
(2)
where di is an inner cellular code free distance and Ri is an inner cellular code
rate, both showed in Table 5. Q function is clear in information theory and can be
calculated using infinity integration as in Eq. (3).
Q xð Þ ffi
Z∞
x
1ffiffiffiffiffi
2pi
p et2=2dt (3)
Pbi ≤
1
bi
∑
∞
di¼0
Wdi  Q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 diRi Eb=N0
q 
(4)
Generally speaking, the data stream coming from the cellular inner codes feed to
the extra outer codes. The code performance of the extra outer code is a function of
the cellular inner code. Second, the extra outer decoder calculates the second outer
probability bit errors Pbo bound separately as in Eq. (5)–Eq. (6) by the outer code
parameter introduced in Table 5 for the three different QoS levels of WBAN
medical data.
Pbo ≤
1
bo
∑
∞
do¼0
Wdo  Q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 doRo Eb=N0
q 
(5)
Pb withno WBAN ≤Pbi  Pbo (6)
The outer code performances of the MNC system can be calculated by Eq. (6)
for lower, medium, and higher QoS classes of medical data depending on the
parameters applied to the extra channel. The last step is introduced by calculating
the final outer code performance of the system. The WBAN decoder (63, 51, 2)
calculates the last probability bit error P bound using Eq. (7)–Eq. (10), which is a
function of the extra outer code.
Pb ≤ ∑
n
i¼tþ1
n
i
 
Pix 1 Pxð Þni where
n
i
 
¼ n!
n ið Þ!  i! (7)
Pb ≤ ∑
63
i¼2þ1
63
i
 
Pix 1 Pxð Þ63i (8)
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Px ¼ Q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2R Eb=N0
q
 
 
¼ Q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 51=63  Eb=N0
q
 
 
(9)
By using Eq. (9) as a function of Eq. (6) to calculate the final bound, we can have
Eq. (10).
Px with WBAN ¼ Pb withno WBAN  Px (10)
Then, by applying Eq. (10) in Eq. (7), we will have the final MNC system by
adding WBAN code end to end for all QoS assumed and via AWGN channel in
Eq. (11).
Pb with WBAN ≤ ∑
63
i¼2þ1
63
i
 
Pixwithno WBAN 1 Px withno WBANð Þ63i (11)
The theoretical calculations for the error bound of the MNC system via Rayleigh
fading channel could be done by the same steps of calculating it via AWGN channel
without end-to-end connection of the WBANs. For this part, the Pj,I attenuations
are random independent Rayleigh variables of probability density as in Eq. (12).
P ρj, i
 
ffi 1
σ2
ρ
ρj, ie

ρ
2
j, i
2σ2
ρ
 Y
ρj, i
≥0 (12)
where eΛ  ρ
2
j, i
2 σ2
ρ
 
and
Q
ρj, i
≥0 are the indicators of the set {ρj, i ≥0}, which
equals 1 if ρj, i ≥0, and 0 if not. In all theoretical work of MNC system, this Rayleigh
variable has been estimated as 0.55, which is greater than 0, to evaluate the super
PHY channel of MNC system. First of all, the cellular decoder calculates the first
inner probability bit errors Pbi bound as a function of the performance of the BFSK
modulation as in Eq. (13).
Pbfsk ffi 12 1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eb=No
1þ Eb=No
s
 
" #
(13)
Pb ≤
w dfð Þ
b
C
df
2df1
1
4R Eb=No
 df
(14)
where C can be calculated using the free distance dfreei of the inner cellular code
by Eq. (15) and appeared in Table 5. Eb represents the average energy received per
symbol of transmitted information, and it is calculated as in Eq. (16). Then, the
inner cellular code performance can be calculated by Eq. (17).
C
 df
2df1 ¼
2 d 1ð Þ!
d!  d 1ð Þ! (15)
Eb ¼ E ρ2j, i
 
Eb ¼ 2σ2ρEb ¼ 0:55Eb assumed (16)
Pbi ≤Pbfsk  w dfreeið Þ
bi
C
 dfreei
2dfreei1
1
4Ri Eb=No
 dfreei
(17)
Generally speaking, the data stream coming from the cellular inner code feeds
the extra channel code. The code performance of the extra outer code is a function
of the inner cellular code. Second, the outer decoder calculates the second outer
9
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probability bit errors Pbo bound separately as in Eq. (18) by the outer code param-
eters introduced in Table 5.
Pbo ≤Pbfsk  w dfreeoð Þ
bo
C
 dfreeo
2dfreeo1
1
4Ro Eb=No
 dfreeo
(18)
Then, the extra outer code performances of super PHY channel MNC system
under Rayleigh fading can be calculated by Eq. (19).
Pb ≤Pbi  Pbo (19)
The theoretical performances have been calculated for the MNC system with
different QoS levels by using the cellular standards as an inner code via AWGN and
Rayleigh fading noisy channels.
The first case is via WBANs. In this case, where the inner codes work as a UMTS
channel, there are two kinds of codes, when using the cellular parameters in
Table 2. One is the error probability as in Eq. (20) for UL and other is the error
probability as in Eq. (21) for DL.
PbiUL≤ 122694 Q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
12 Eb=N0
q 
(20)
PbiDL≤ 2275 Q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
12 Eb=N0
q 
(21)
In the second step in the O/P of the extra channel code, there are three targeting
QoS levels. Therefore, the probability of the error can be calculated from Eq. (5) as
in Eq. (22)–Eq. (24) for the different code sets.
Pbo LQoS≤ 10970 Q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
10 Eb=N0
q 
(22)
Pbo MQoS≤425 Q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
32=3 Eb=N0
q 
(23)
Pbo HQoS≤ 169 Q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
11 Eb=N0
q 
(24)
From here, the error probability for the “Medical Network Channel (MNC)”-
proposed system without end-to-end connection of WBANs can be calculated from
Eq. (6) as six levels of error probability as in Eq. (25).
Pb withno WBAN ≤Pbi UL,DL  Pbo LQoS,MQoS,HQoS (25)
The final steps here can be done when the WBANs are connected end to end
through the system. Therefore, using Eq. (25) in Eq. (11), we can have the final
error probability of the system.
Pb with WBAN ≤ ∑
63
i¼2þ1
63
i
 
Pixwithno WBAN 1 Px withno WBANð Þ63i (26)
The second case is via WBANs. In this case where the inner codes work as an
LTE channel, when using the LTE cellular parameters in Table 2, we will have the
probability of errors as in Eq. (27).
Pbi LTE≤ 416 Q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
10Eb=N0
q 
(27)
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In the second step in the O/P of the extra channel code, there are three targeting
QoS levels. Therefore, the probability of the error can be calculated from Eq. (5) as
in Eq. (22)–(24) for the different code sets. From here, the error probability for the
MNC system without end-to-end connection of WBANs through the LTE can be
calculated from Eq. (6) as six levels of error probability as in Eq. (28).
Pb withno WBAN ≤Pbi LTE  Pbo LQoS,MQoS,HQoS (28)
The final step here can be done when the WBANs are connected end to end
through the proposed system. Therefore, using Eq. (28) in Eq. (11), we can have the
final error probability of the “Medical Network Channel (MNC)” system.
Pbwith WBAN  LTE≤ ∑
63
i¼2þ1
63
i
 
P ibwithno WBAN 1 Pb withno WBANð Þ63i
(29)
The third case is via Rayleigh fading. In this case where the inner codes work as a
UMTS channel, there are two kinds of codes: UL and DL. By using the cellular
parameters, we will have the probability of errors as in Eq. (30) in the case of UL
and Eq. (31) in the case of DL.
Pbi UL≤Pbfsk  w dfreeið Þ
b
C
 dfreei
2dfreei1
1
4Ri Eb=No
 dfreei
(30)
Pbi DL≤Pbfsk  w dfreeið Þ
bi
C
 dfreei
2dfreei1
1
4Ri Eb=No
 dfreei
(31)
In the second step in the O/P of the extra channel code, there are three targeting
QoS levels. Therefore, the probability of the error can be calculated from Eq. (18) as
in Eq. (32)–(34).
Pbo LQoS≤Pbfsk  w dfreeoð Þ
bo
C
 dfreeo
2dfreeo1
1
4Ro Eb=No
 dfreeo
(32)
Pbo MQoS≤Pbfsk w dfreeoð Þ
bo
C
 dfreeo
2dfreeo1
1
4Ro Eb=No
 dfreeo
(33)
Pbo HQoS≤Pbfsk w dfreeoð Þ
bo
C
 dfreeo
2dfreeo1
1
4Ro Eb=No
 dfreeo
(34)
From here, the error probability for the “Medical Network Channel (MNC)”-
proposed system without end-to-end connection of WBANs could be calculated
from Eq. (19) as three levels of error probability as in Eq. (35).
Pb withno WBAN ≤Pbi UL,DL  Pbo LQoS,MQoS,HQoS (35)
The fourth case is via Rayleigh fading. In the case where the inner codes work as
an LTE channel, when using the cellular parameters in Eq. (17), we will have the
probability of errors as Eq. (36).
Pbi LTE≤Pbfsk  w dfreeið Þ
b
C
 dfreei
2dfreei1
1
4Ri Eb=No
 dfreei
(36)
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Then, from here, the error probability for the “Medical Network Channel
(MNC)” system without end-to-end connection of WBANs can be calculated from
Eq. (19) as three levels of error probability as in Eq. (37).
Pb withno WBAN ≤Pbi LTE  Pbo LQoS,MQoS,HQoS (37)
Finally, Table 6 shows the numerical evaluation of the “Medical Network
Channel (MNC)” system with different categories, with the inner channel as UMTS
UL, DL, and LTE as well. Regarding to the figures results, Figure 3 shows the
theoretical performance when the channel is affected by AWGN for MNC via
The results via AWGN
Eb/No 0 dB 1 dB 2 dB 3 dB 4 dB 5 dB
WBANs 0.1763 0.1379 0.0933 0.0515 0.0215 0.0062
LTE 0.3256 0.0807 0.0143 0.0017 0.0001 0.0000
Low-QoS 2.7957 0.1717 0.0054 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
Medium-QoS 0.0755 0.0042 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
High-QoS 0.0251 0.0014 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Low-QoS-WBANs 1.0000 0.0506 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Medium-QoS-WBANs 0.0127 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
High-QoS-WBANs 0.5854 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
The results via Rayleigh fading of PDF 0.55
Eb/No 0 dB 1 dB 2 dB 3 dB 4 dB 5 dB
UMTS-UL 4.9532 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Low-QoS 1.9352 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Medium-QoS 9.0438 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
High-QoS 4.5376 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Table 6.
Theoretical error bit performances for MNC system.
Figure 3.
All priority results via UMTS under AWGN theoretically.
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Figure 4.
All priority results via UMTS under Rayleigh fading theoretically.
Figure 5.
All priority results via LTE under AWGN theoretically.
Figure 6.
All priority results via LTE under Rayleigh fading theoretically.
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UMTS networks. Figure 4 shows the theoretical performance when the channel is
affected by Rayleigh fading for MNC via UMTS networks. Figure 5 shows the
theoretical performance when the channel is affected by AWGN for MNC via LTE
networks. Finally, Figure 6 shows the theoretical performance when the channel is
affected by Rayleigh fading for MNC via LTE networks.
5. Conclusions
The main purpose of “Medical Network Channel (MNC)” systems is to have a
reliable medical network channel via the cellular infrastructure networks by end-to-
end WBAN connection. Therefore, the stanchions establishment of “Medical Net-
work Channel (MNC)”with error controlling coding and decoding through existing
infrastructure networks such as UMTS and LTE is introduced in this chapter with
an end-to-end connection of WBANs and without the connection of WBANs con-
sidering the medical data coming from different sources. The understanding of the
eight levels of the QoS medical data has been done well; however, the optimizations
here have been classified into three classes (lower, medium, and higher) for all
medical QoS data. Therefore, the MNC system is a novel way considering the
dependability issues by this way for the first time with regard to the QoS constraint
for the different medical applications of WBANs. Although the adaptive extra outer
code for “Medical Network Channel (MNC)” is based on the convolution code, the
choice of the technical parameters is different from one to another depending on
the QoS targeted and on the capability of cellular standard itself, which is a
remaining error in the O/P of the inner cellular code.
Although the current cellular standard has strong error detection and correction
capability, it is designed well for the daily life communication without considering
medical data transmission, and in some hard noisy channel situations that exceed
the design capabilities, the cellular network cannot perform well. Therefore, the
Medical Networks channel MNC system has been introduced new novel approach
to connect WBANs end-to-end via the cellular networks by providing very large
BER for the different assumed QoS levels of medical data to be transmit robustly
and achieving the enhancement Eb/No gap under all the environments condition
that assumed in compare to conventional cellular system alone. Then the adaptive
“Medical Network Channel (MNC)” system overcomes the weakness of cellular
networks with regard to the dependability issues and provides even better perfor-
mance than the cellular network for the purpose of medical data transmission.
These performances allow MNC equivalence for transmitting medical data by the
highest possible level of the dependability required. In regard to achieving different
QoS of WBAN requirements, the results in Table 6 and BER Figures 3–6 cleared all
the study cases carefully for adaptive “Medical Network Channel (MNC)” system.
Generally, the adaptive medical network channel introduced in this chapter is
through the cellular networks. However, all communication network standards can
be applied using error correcting techniques to be adaptive for medical data trans-
mission.
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